Abstract. Various studies indicate that fair comparisons of mortality rates between hemodialysis (HD) patients and peritoneal dialysis (PD) patients are difficult because of differences in patient characteristics, because of nonconstant relative risks of death (RR), and because the survival times of patients who switch treatment modalities can be censored in different ways. The differences in mortality rates between HD and PD patients were investigated in an analysis in which these potential sources of bias were taken into account. The Netherlands Cooperative Study on the Adequacy of Dialysis is a multicenter, prospective, observational, cohort study in which new patients with ESRD are monitored until transplantation or death. A multivariate Cox regression analysis was used to analyze the mortality data according to treatment modality (HD, n ϭ 742; PD, n ϭ 480). No statistically significant differences in adjusted mortality rates between HD and PD patients were observed during the first 2 yr of dialysis. In the years thereafter, increases in mortality rates for PD patients and resulting decreases in RR in favor of HD were observed (e.g., months 24 to 36, adjusted RR, 0.53; 95% confidence interval, 0.31 to 0.91). This tendency was observed especially among patients Ն60 yr of age and was not influenced by the censoring strategy. These results suggest that long-term use of PD, especially among elderly patients, is associated with increases in mortality rates. Further analyses are required to determine the potential role of dialysis adequacy in the observed long-term differences in mortality rates between HD and PD patients and to establish the possible survival benefits for PD patients who switch to HD in time.
differences in adjusted mortality rates between HD and PD patients were observed during the first 2 yr of dialysis. In the years thereafter, increases in mortality rates for PD patients and resulting decreases in RR in favor of HD were observed (e.g., months 24 to 36, adjusted RR, 0.53; 95% confidence interval, 0.31 to 0.91). This tendency was observed especially among patients Ն60 yr of age and was not influenced by the censoring strategy. These results suggest that long-term use of PD, especially among elderly patients, is associated with increases in mortality rates. Further analyses are required to determine the potential role of dialysis adequacy in the observed long-term differences in mortality rates between HD and PD patients and to establish the possible survival benefits for PD patients who switch to HD in time.
Studies in which the mortality rates for patients undergoing hemodialysis (HD) were compared with the mortality rates for patients undergoing peritoneal dialysis (PD) yielded conflicting results. Some studies noted no difference in survival rates between patients treated with HD and patients treated with PD (1) (2) (3) , whereas other studies demonstrated differences in favor of either HD (4) or PD (5) (6) (7) (8) . Various sources of bias may threaten the reliability of observational studies of outcomes with HD, compared with PD, which may explain the conflicting results in different studies.
First, differences in clinically important characteristics may exist between patients who start with HD and patients who start with PD (9, 10) . Adjustments for these differences are required for comparative studies, and not performing such adjustments may yield biased results (11) (12) (13) . Second, various studies have indicated that the relative risk of death (RR) among HD patients, compared with PD patients, decreases with time after the initiation of dialysis (i.e., in favor of HD), which makes survival analyses dependent on the length of follow-up monitoring (4 -6) . Consequently, studies among chronically treated patients may yield results that are clearly different from studies among new patients (3, 14) . Third, various studies have demonstrated significant differences in the RR for HD patients, compared with PD patients, among different subgroups of patients defined on the basis of age and diabetes mellitus status. Older age and the presence of diabetes mellitus may be associated with a RR in favor of HD patients; for younger patients, with or without diabetes mellitus, a RR in favor of PD patients was observed (3, 11, 12, 15) . These differences in outcomes with HD and PD in different subgroups of patients must be taken into account, to enable valid generalization of the results and comparison with other studies. Another source of confusion is the method of handling data for patients who switch from one modality to the other. It has been demonstrated that different strategies for censoring the survival times of patients who switch therapeutic modalities may influence the estimated RR for HD patients, compared with PD patients (5, 14) .
Comparative studies on survival rates with HD versus PD in which all of these potential sources of bias are taken into account are important for reaching evidence-based consensus regarding the form of dialysis that offers the best chance of survival for individual patients. We investigated the differences in mortality rates between HD and PD patients who participated in the Netherlands Cooperative Study on the Adequacy of Dialysis, and we assessed the effects of patient characteristics, the time since the start of dialysis, and the method of handling data for "modality switchers" on the results.
Materials and Methods

Patients
The Netherlands Cooperative Study on the Adequacy of Dialysis is a multicenter, prospective, observational, cohort study in which new patients with ESRD are consecutively included at the time of initiation of dialysis treatment and are monitored at 6-mo intervals until renal transplantation or death. Patients who are Ͼ18 yr of age and who begin chronic dialysis as the first renal replacement therapy (RRT) are eligible for the study. All invited patients give informed consent before inclusion. For this analysis, we selected patients who survived the first 3 mo of dialysis. The patients were classified according to the treatment modality at the 3-mo visit (baseline). Exclusion of the first 3 mo was performed to bypass analytical problems associated with late referral to the nephrologist, early modality switching, and acute renal failure. For 742 HD patients (of the 947 HD patients who survived the first 3 mo) and 480 PD patients (of the 542 PD patients who survived the first 3 mo), complete data sets on residual renal function, nutritional status, and hemoglobin and albumin concentrations at baseline were available; those patients were included in this analysis.
Data Collection Procedures
Data on demographic characteristics, primary kidney disease, and comorbidities were collected at the time of entry into the study. Data on residual renal function (residual GFR, renal Kt/V urea , and urine production), nutritional status, biochemical parameters, and dialysis characteristics (current treatment modality, delivered Kt/V urea , and ultrafiltration) were collected 3 mo after the start of RRT and at 6-mo intervals thereafter. Primary kidney disease was classified according to the codes of the European Renal Association-Dialysis and Transplantation Association (16) . On the basis of the number of comorbid conditions, patients were classified as having no, intermediate, or severe comorbidity, according to the comorbidity index described by Davies et al. (17) . Diabetic status was defined on the basis of diabetes mellitus being registered as the primary kidney disease or as a comorbid condition. For assessment of renal function, both urea and creatinine levels were measured in plasma and urine samples. For HD patients, the volume of urine produced in the long interdialytic interval was recorded. For PD patients, the volume of urine produced in a 24-h period was recorded. The residual GFR was calculated as the mean of renal creatinine and urea clearance, adjusted for body surface area (in milliliters per minute per 1.73 m 2 ). The renal Kt/V urea was calculated as the renal urea clearance per week adjusted for the urea distribution volume, which was calculated according to the method described by Watson et al. (18) . The nutritional status was scored with the seven-point scale of the subjective global assessment (SGA), which is a standardized method based on the clinical judgment of the dialysis nurse (19) .
Statistical Analyses
Mortality Rates According to Modality and Time since the Initiation of Dialysis. Death rates were calculated according to the treatment modality and the time since the initiation of dialysis. The time since the initiation of dialysis was categorized into four periods, namely, 3 to 12 mo, 12 to 24 mo, 24 to 36 mo, and Ͼ36 mo. Follow-up monitoring ended at the time of transplantation, patient withdrawal, or September 1, 2002 . In an as-treated (AT) analysis, follow-up monitoring ended at day 60 after the first transfer to the other treatment modality, if any. For patients who died within the 60-d period, the deaths were allocated to the original treatment modality, with the assumption that deaths occurring during this short period were likely associated with the modality of the preceding treatment episode. Therefore, only deaths occurring during or shortly after treatment with the original modality were taken into account (modality history assignment) (11, 15) . In an intention-to-treat (ITT) analysis, modality switches were ignored, and all registered deaths during the follow-up period were allocated to the treatment modality at the 3-mo visit (15) .
The RR and associated 95% confidence intervals (CI) for HD patients, compared with PD patients, were estimated and tested with a Cox proportional-hazards model. Each patient's survival time was calculated from the 3-mo visit onward. Terms for modality-time period interactions were included in the model, to address the possibility of nonproportionality. In the model, the RR for HD patients, compared with PD patients, was estimated separately for each time period after the initiation of dialysis, with the assumption that the proportional-hazards assumption would hold true within each time period (20) . The RR for HD patients, compared with PD patients, according to time period were estimated with both AT and ITT censoring strategies.
Multivariate Cox Proportional-Hazards Model. The Cox proportional-hazards model with terms for modality-time period interactions was extended with adjustments for the possible confounding effects of age, gender, primary kidney disease, Davies comorbidity index, SGA score, residual renal function, and hemoglobin and albumin concentrations at baseline. This analysis resulted in separate adjusted RR for each time period after the initiation of dialysis. This analysis was also performed with both censoring strategies.
Differences According to Subgroup. The Cox proportionalhazards model was further extended with a second-order term for interactions between modality and time period and subgroup. In this model, the RR for HD patients, compared with PD patients, was estimated separately for each combination of time period and subgroup. Different subgroup definitions were used. Subgroups were defined on the basis of age (Ͻ60 or Ն60 yr) and gender, on the basis of age (Ͻ60 or Ն60 yr) and the presence of diabetes mellitus, or on the basis of age (Ͻ60 or Ն60 yr) and the presence of one or more cardiovascular diseases (CVD). Time periods were dichotomized as 3 to 24 mo or 24 to 48 mo. Other, more refined, subgroup definitions were not used, to avoid inclusion of small numbers of patients and death events in each stratum and data interpretation that would become too complicated. All analyses were performed with SAS statistical software, version 8.2 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).
Results
Description
The characteristics of the HD and PD patients at the 3-mo visit are presented in Tables 1 and 2 . HD patients were, on average, 10 yr older than PD patients. Compared with PD patients, HD patients more often demonstrated comorbid conditions. On average, worse nutritional status, lower hemoglobin concentrations, and lower residual renal function were observed for HD patients, in comparison with PD patients. No significant difference in serum albumin levels was observed.
The number of HD patients who died during the follow-up period was 239; the number of PD patients who died was 72 (AT censoring). Thirty HD patients (4.05%) were transferred to PD during the follow-up period. For PD patients, this number was much higher; 111 PD patients (23.1%) were transferred to HD during the follow-up period. The 2-yr technique survival rate for HD patients was 96%, and the 2-yr technique survival rate for PD patients was 74%. The number of HD patients who received renal transplants was 110 (15% of the original HD cohort), and those patients were censored at the time of transplantation. The number of PD patients who received transplants was 99 (21% of the original PD cohort). During the 18 mo after the initiation of RRT, 241 HD patients (32.5%) were accepted onto the renal transplant list; during that period, 88 HD patients (11.9%) declined to be placed on the list because of their own preferences (i.e., not for medical reasons). For PD patients, the corresponding figures were 275 (57.3%) and 60 (12.5%).
The unadjusted 2-yr patient survival rate for HD patients was 73%; the unadjusted 2-yr survival rate for PD patients was 84% (AT censoring). The mortality rate for patients who were excluded from the analysis because of missing baseline data was higher than the mortality rate for patients who were included. Comparatively higher mortality rates for the excluded patients were observed for both HD and PD patients (HD, 2-yr survival rate of 63%, n ϭ 205; PD, 2-yr survival rate of 67%, n ϭ 62).
Follow-up data are presented in Table 3 . The higher hemoglobin concentrations and the more favorable nutritional status for PD patients, compared with HD patients, remained during the follow-up period. Decreases in renal Kt/V urea during the follow-up period were observed for both HD and PD patients. However, the difference in favor of PD that was established at baseline remained during the follow-up period. No significant differences in serum albumin levels, either at baseline or during the follow-up period, were observed. A small decrease in serum albumin levels, from 3.62 g/dl at the 24-mo visit to 3.49 g/dl at the 42-mo visit, was noted for PD patients (42-mo data not shown). The Davies comorbidity scores remained stable during the course of follow-up monitoring. Among HD patients, a small increase in the percentage of patients with CVD was noted. Characteristics of the HD and PD treatments are presented in Table 4 . The decline in residual renal function (Table 3) was associated with an increase in the delivered Kt/V urea for both HD and PD patients. For HD patients, this increase was associated with an increase in the number of HD sessions per week and the number of treatment hours. For PD patients, the use of higher glucose concentrations, icodextrin, and automated PD increased during the follow-up period.
Mortality Rates According to Modality and Time since the Initiation of Dialysis
The number of patients, patient-years, number of deaths, and unadjusted mortality rates according to treatment modality and duration of dialysis are presented in Table 5 and Figure 1 (AT censoring). During the periods of 3 to 12 mo and 12 to 24 mo, the unadjusted mortality rates for HD patients were significantly higher than the mortality rates for PD patients. During the periods of 24 to 36 mo and 36 to 48 mo, similar mortality rates were observed for HD patients, whereas the mortality rates for PD patients were higher than the mortality rates during the preceding time periods. Consequently, the crude RR for HD patients, compared with PD patients, decreased from 2.96 (95% CI, 1.75 to 5.00) during months 3 to 12 to 0.87 (95% CI, 0.46 to 
Multivariate Cox Proportional-Hazards Model
In Table 6 , the adjusted RR for HD patients, compared with PD patients, are presented according to the time since the initiation of dialysis, as estimated with AT and ITT censoring strategies. After adjustment for age, gender, comorbidity, primary kidney disease, SGA score, hemoglobin concentration, serum albumin level, and renal Kt/V urea , the RR for HD patients, compared with PD patients, during the periods of 3 to 12 mo and 12 to 24 mo were not statistically significantly different from 1. However, a significant RR in disadvantage of PD during the 2 yr thereafter became apparent after adjustment for baseline patient characteristics. The AT and ITT censoring strategies yielded similar results.
Similar results were observed when no adjustments were made for variables that might have been influenced by the treatment modality during the first 3 mo (SGA score, hemoglobin concentration, serum albumin level, and renal Kt/V urea ) and when patients with missing data for those variables were also included. A RR in favor of HD at more advanced stages was also observed when the analysis was restricted to patients who were accepted onto the renal transplant list or who refused for nonmedical reasons (for the period of 36 to 48 mo: RR, 0.23; 95% CI, 0.08 to 0.67; n ϭ 664). This restriction was performed to investigate the possible confounding effect of the selection of patients with more health problems at later stages, which might be caused by the selective dropout of healthier patients because of transplantation. Eligibility for renal transplantation, which can be regarded as an additional marker of health status and the absence of severe comorbidity, seemed to be independently and significantly associated with lower mortality rates, as expected (RR, 0.42; 95% CI, 0.31 to 0.57). Inclusion of this variable in the models presented in Table 6 did not modify the RR with HD, compared with PD. Furthermore, the RR at later stages were not substantially modified when the analysis was restricted to patients who survived the first 2 yr of dialysis treatment and adjustments were made for the Davies comorbidity score and other patient characteristics at the 24-mo visit (e.g., adjusted RR for HD patients, compared with PD patients, for months 36 to 48 with AT censoring, 0.32; 95% CI, 0.16 to 0.64).
Differences According to Subgroup
The results of the analysis with subgroups defined on the basis of age and the presence of diabetes mellitus are presented in 
Discussion
We investigated the RR for HD patients, compared with PD patients, with an observational study design. In this analysis, no statistically significant overall difference in mortality rates between HD and PD patients during the first 2 yr of dialysis treatment could be established, provided that adjustments were made for important differences in patient characteristics at the 3-mo visit. During the subsequent years, statistically significant differences in adjusted mortality rates in favor of HD were observed. This tendency toward greater relative mortality rates for PD patients with longer duration of treatment was observed especially for elderly patients, irrespective of diabetic status, gender, or the presence of CVD. For patients Ͻ60 yr of age with diabetes mellitus, a significant difference in mortality rates in favor of PD during the first 2 yr was observed, with a decline in RR in favor of HD in the subsequent years.
The most suitable study design for evaluation of differences in outcomes between treatment modalities would be a prospective, randomized, clinical trial. However, conducting such a study for ESRD could be regarded as extremely difficult, because of the special advantages and disadvantages associated with the modality choice for individual patients. Therefore, we are primarily left with the conscientious analysis of observational data from prospective studies in which special attention is paid to all sources of bias. The detailed follow-up data in the Netherlands Cooperative Study on the Adequacy of Dialysis database enabled us to assess the effects of patient characteristics, time since the initiation of dialysis, and modality switching on comparisons of mortality rates between HD and PD.
We observed a higher mortality rate for patients who were excluded from the analysis because of missing baseline data for important patient characteristics (residual renal function, nutri- tional parameters, or hemoglobin levels). Exclusion of patients with comparatively greater risks of death may yield biased results. However, the higher mortality rate associated with exclusion was observed for both HD and PD patients. Furthermore, similar results were observed in an analysis without adjustment for the aforementioned patient characteristics but with inclusion of the patients with missing data. Although the mortality rates in absolute terms were biased downward, the mortality rates for HD and PD patients relative to each other were not. We performed analyses with both AT and ITT censoring strategies. In an AT analysis, the outcomes during actual treatment with HD are compared with the outcomes during actual treatment with PD; therefore, the estimated RR may be regarded as a pure reflection of the efficacy of one modality relative to the other. However, when switching from PD to HD (which occurred for many PD patients) is associated with a higher mortality rate because of deteriorating clinical conditions, then an AT analysis may yield a RR spuriously in favor of PD (5) . To address this possibility in part, deaths that occurred within 60 d after switching of treatment modalities were attributed to the original treatment (11) . In an ITT analysis, switches to the other treatment modality are disregarded and all deaths are allocated to the original treatment. The results of such an analysis may be especially useful for counseling regarding survival rates after the choice to start with HD or PD, but the treatment modalities are not analyzed as separate entities. This may be an advantage, for example when longterm survival rates are better with initial PD followed by transfer to HD after a number of months or years (21) . The beneficial effect of such a treatment strategy could be determined with an ITT analysis. Because the two censoring strategies address different research questions and are associated with different analytical pitfalls, investigators should perform both types of analyses (14) . We did not observe substantial differences between the results of our AT and ITT analyses. This indicates that no important bias associated with modality switching was introduced. The majority of patients did not switch modalities during the follow-up period and, for those nonswitching patients, the different censoring strategies are similar by definition.
The increase in mortality rates for PD patients with longer follow-up times and the resulting decrease in the RR for HD patients, compared with PD patients, are in accordance with the findings of other studies (5, 6, 11, 14, 21) . For example, in the Canadian registry-based study of new dialysis patients by Fenton et al. (5) , an increase in mortality rates for PD patients, which resulted in a trend toward a RR in favor of HD during a 4-yr follow-up period, was reported. Therefore, survival studies among new patients may yield results that are different from those of studies among chronically treated patients. In the study by Bloembergen et al. (4) of chronically treated patients registered in the United States Renal Data System (1987 to 1989), a survival benefit in favor of HD was observed. However, in the reanalysis by Vonesh and Moran (3) , in which the same chronically treated and more recent new HD and PD patients (1989 to 1993) were included, no substantial overall differences in mortality rates between HD and PD could be established. This was probably because of the inclusion of the survival benefit of early PD patients in the latter analysis and the exclusion of the early PD experience in the former one. This phenomenon had already been suggested in the analysis by Bloembergen et al. (4) , because the duration of dialysis seemed to be a substantial risk factor for PD patients.
Our study indicates that differences in important patient characteristics, either at baseline or during the follow-up pe- riod, do not explain the mortality rate difference between HD and PD after 2 yr of follow-up monitoring. At baseline, residual renal function, hemoglobin concentrations, and SGA scores were higher for PD patients; Davies comorbidity scores and the prevalence of CVD were lower for PD patients. A decline in residual renal function during the follow-up period was observed for both HD and PD patients. However, the differences in residual renal function and in the other parameters in favor of PD patients remained during the follow-up period. A comparatively high mortality rate for PD patients after 2 yr of follow-up monitoring was also observed when the analysis was restricted to patients who survived the first 24 mo of dialysis treatment and adjustments were made for comorbidity and other patient characteristics at the 24-mo visit. These observations indicate that a possible confounding effect attributable to the selection of patients with more health problems at later stages of PD treatment is less likely. This was supported by the finding that the results were not substantially modified when eligibility for transplantation was taken into account. Eligibility for transplantation may be regarded as a subtle marker of health status and the absence of severe comorbidity, suggesting selective dropout at the time of censoring because of transplantation. Unobserved differences associated with the choice of dialysis modality might have biased the outcomes in favor of one or the other treatment modality. However, these findings suggest that the increase in RR with long-term PD is possibly associated with the actual effects of this treatment modality. It is known that residual urine production is an important determinant of survival among dialysis patients (22, 23) . Decreases in urine production among PD patients necessitate higher peritoneal ultrafiltration rates, which require the use of highglucose dialysis solutions. Exposure to such dialysis fluids, which also contain high concentrations of glucose degradation products, is likely to induce morphologic and functional abnormalities of the peritoneum (24, 25) . Loss of peritoneal ultrafiltration capacity is the most common clinical manifestation of peritoneal membrane alterations (26) . The resulting overhydration is likely to be partly responsible for the high cardiovascular mortality rates for PD patients. Our finding of decreases in serum albumin levels for PD patients from the 24-mo visit onward might be attributable to this overhydration, because long-term PD is not associated with increases in peritoneal protein loss (27, 28) . The high cardiovascular mortality rate may also be attributable to peritoneal absorption of glucose degradation products that enhance the formation of advanced glycation end products, thus contributing to the progression of atherosclerosis (29) . On the basis of these considerations, it can be speculated that reductions in exposure to glucose and glucose degradation products, in combination with the use of glucose polymers as osmotic agents, might improve the longterm results for PD.
A difference in mortality rates in favor of PD was observed in the first 1 yr of dialysis treatment. This difference (44% in the analysis with AT censoring) did not reach the level of statistical significance, which might be attributable to a lack of statistical power. A real mortality difference in favor of PD in the early stages of RRT may exist and may have clinical relevance. It could be argued that the intermittent nature of HD is associated with greater fluctuations in BP, with deterioration of residual renal function, and greater fluctuations in toxic solute and blood glucose levels. For example, in a study by Berlanga et al. (30) , it was observed that PD was associated with a beneficial effect on residual renal function; in a study by Jansen et al. (31) , it was observed that HD was associated with a further deterioration of residual renal function shortly after the initiation of RRT.
An approach in which HD and PD are regarded as complementary modalities and initiation with PD is followed by timely transfer to HD might be advocated, as was done by van Biesen et al. (21) . The slightly higher adjusted RR for HD versus PD for time periods of Ͼ36 mo in our ITT analysis, in comparison with the AT analysis (RR, 0.42 versus 0.29) (Table  6 ), may indeed indicate that there was a survival benefit for a number of long-term PD patients after switching to HD. Further in-depth analyses are required to substantiate the roles of small-solute clearance (Kt/V urea ) and other important characteristics of dialysis (such as fluid removal, BP control, and clearance of other solutes) in long-term mortality rate differences and to establish the potential survival benefits of the complementary modality approach (21) .
The tendency toward a mortality rate difference in favor of HD with longer follow-up times was observed particularly for elderly patients, with diabetes mellitus or not. This is partly in accordance with other reports. Held et al. (11) observed a higher risk of death for older diabetic patients treated with PD. However, the effects of age, diabetes mellitus, and follow-up times were not examined in one multivariate model, and it is difficult to compare those results with our findings. Vonesh and Moran (3) also observed an increased risk of death associated with PD among older diabetic patients, especially female patients, but no adjustments for comorbidities were performed. In a recent study by Winkelmayer et al. (12) , an increase in mortality risk during the first 1 yr of PD treatment for patients Ն65 yr of age was observed.
We observed a statistically significant RR in favor of PD treatment in the first 2 yr among younger diabetic patients. This finding must be interpreted with caution, because unobserved patient selection might have contributed to the large mortality rate difference, and the number of young patients with diabetes mellitus was relatively small. It might be argued that the greater fluctuations in volume status and BP with HD are harmful, especially among patients with diabetes mellitus, because of the preexisting vascular damage and failing adaptive physiologic responses to sudden fluid removal associated with neuropathy. Furthermore, beneficial effects of continuous ambulatory PD on metabolic control have been reported (32) . In later stages, the possible disadvantages associated with HD may be outweighed by problems associated with long-term PD. A RR in favor of PD among young diabetic patients with ESRD was also reported by Nelson et al. (15) . The later decrease in the RR in favor of HD, as observed for elderly patients, may indicate that timely transfer to the other treatment modality may also be a useful treatment strategy for this subgroup of patients. For younger patients without diabetes mellitus, the two treatment modalities seemed to be equivalent during both the early and later stages of dialysis treatment.
In conclusion, the results of this analysis indicate that longterm use of PD, especially among elderly patients, is associated with increases in mortality rates. Further analyses are required to determine the potential role of dialysis adequacy in the observed long-term differences in mortality rates between HD and PD patients and to establish the possible survival benefit for PD patients who switch to HD in time.
